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The Implementation of the 
Constitutional Court Decision on 
Fiduciary Security Execution and 
Mortgage Execution Faces Its Yet 
Toughest Constitutional Test

I. Update on the Enforcement of Fiduciary Security

As we all know, the Indonesian Constitutional Court (“Constitutional Court”), through decision no. 
18/PUU-XVII/2019 dated 6 January 2020 (“Decision”), handed its constitutional interpretation on the 
enforcement of fiduciary security, which is governed by Law No. 42 of 1999 on Fiduciary Security 
(“Fiduciary Security Law”). 

In essence, the Constitutional Court held that Article 15 paragraphs (2) and (3) of the Fiduciary 
Security Law are constitutional only if they are interpreted as: (i) in the event the debtor/ fiduciary 
grantor objects against the occurrence of default and voluntarily delivers the fiduciary security 
object, the enforcement action requires a court order (through the exercise of the executorial power 
– fiat executie) and (ii) the determination of the default must be based on a consensus between the 
debtor and the creditor or otherwise based on a legal remedy that determines the occurrence of 
such default. 

Since the Decision, there are already court decisions that deal with debts secured by fiduciary 
security and its enforcement. Those decisions, however, are not yet final and binding since the cases 
went to the cassation level. In fact, we have not yet seen any publicly available decision that is already 
final and binding. 

Nonetheless, for example, in both court decision no. 38/Pdt/2020/PT.JMB (Tuti Indrayani v. PT BCA 
Finance) (“BCA Finance Case”) and court decision no. 54/Pdt/2020/PT.JMB (Burhanudin v. PT Adira 
Dinamika Multi Finance, Tbk) (“Adira Finance Case”), the courts applied the Decision’s 
interpretation of Article 15 paragraph (2) of the Fiduciary Security Law. 
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BCA Finance Case and Adira Finance Case stems from disappointed debtors with  rejected requests 
to restructure the agreements, of which they are already unable to perform. Each debtor filed 
unlawful act claims. The courts in BCA Finance Case and Adira Finance Case rightly rejected those 
unfounded claims. 

However, they relied on the Decision indicating that PT BCA Finance and PT Adira Dinamika Multi 
Finance Tbk cannot unilaterally execute the fiduciary security objects without first obtaining a court 
order because the respective debtors (who are also the fiduciary security grantors) objected the 
fiduciary security execution. 

Therefore, we would expect to see that virtually every fiduciary security enforcement would have to 
resort to enforcement via executorial power (fiat executie), which necessitates a court order. The 
reason is that every debtor/ fiduciary grantor would likely not be willing to deliver the fiduciary 
security voluntarily.

Nevertheless, the BCA Finance Case and Adira Finance Case did not exclusively discuss the 
Decision’s interpretation on Article 15 paragraph (3) of Fiducary Security Law on the consensus for 
default.  It was not necessary mainly because the courts already made findings on whether the 
respective debtors were in default.  

II. The Decision’s Impact on Mortgage Security

When the Constitutional Court passed the Decision, a concern 
(at least among legal practitioners) was how the Decision 
would potentially affect mortgage (hak tanggungan) security, 
governed by Law No. 4 Year 1996 on Mortgage over Land and 
Objects Related to the Land (“Mortgage Law”). 
Although the nature of mortgage and fiduciary security are 
different, their enforcement options are very much similar. 

Generally, fiduciary grantee and mortgagee have the option to 
either sell in auction at its own accord (parate executie) or rely 
on the executorial power contained in every fiduciary security 
and mortgage certificate. The latter enforcement is similar to 
enforcing a final and binding court decision (fiat 
executie).  

  We nevertheless appreciate the principal difference between fiduciary security and mortgage, to the extent the first 
concerns on movable objects in possession of the security grantor while the latter concerns immovable objects in 
which physical possession does not bear much relevance for the transfer of ownership.
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For now, we have not yet seen any publicly available final and binding court decision that adopts the 
Decision’s legal findings for the enforcement of a mortgage. Thus, we are of the view the courts have 
not been persuaded to apply, by way of analogy, and use their powerful pens to the Mortgage Law. 
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